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Abstract
This document specifies how a printer that supports the Internet Printing Protocol /1.1 [1,
2] can use the Simple Service Discovery Protocol (SSDP) [3] to advertise its print service.
A number of service advertising methods exist. This document does not recommend one
method over another. The intent is to detail how the advertisement would be
accomplished with SSDP.

This document is an IEEE-ISTO PWG Draft Standard. For a definition of a "PWG Draft Standard", see:
ftp://ftp.pwg.org/pub/pwg/general/pwg-process.pdf.
This document is available from: ftp://ftp.pwg.org/pub/pwg/ipp/new_SSDP/pwg5100_X_SSDP_1.pdf,
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Introduction
Problem

Not all customer environments support the proposed IETF standard for printer discovery via the Service
Location Protocol (SLPv2) [9,10] . An industry wide initiative led by Microsoft to enable network
services in an unmanaged network has addressed printing. This initiative is UPnP. The Service
Discovery Protocol (SSDP) [3] is widely deployed as part of Microsoft Corporation's UPnP (UPnP) [5]
effort.
Although SSDP is not a standards-track Internet protocol, it will be widely deployed. It is important
that IPP printers are able to advertise themselves over SSDP in a uniform manner.

1.2

Solution

The UPnP device architecture [4] provides a framework for devices and services including print devices
and services. The print services offered in UPnP are simple and targeted at home networks. The
semantics for UPnP print services are derived from IPP [2].
UPnP uses SSDP for discovering HTTP based services. SSDP uses multicast advertisements and
queries with unicast responses to allow a client to locate an appropriate service provider. UPnP Printers
advertise a root device, a print device and a print service. All UPnP devices advertise the root device.
An UPnP Printer advertises the print device that is contained in the root device. The advertised print
service is contained in the print device. UPnP used devices as containers. The UPnP client interacts
with UPnP services.
IPP is not UPnP. It does not fit within the UPnP framework. However IPP and UPnP do share a lot in
common such as using HTTP as a transport and they are both based on the same print semantics. It
would not be unusual to have both IPP and UPnP print services hosted on the same printer.
An IPP Printer can use SSDP as one method to advertise. The use of SSDP to advertise IPP would be
restricted to environments where SSDP is deemed appropriate. Certainly if SSDP is being used to
advertise a UPnP printer and the printer also supports IPP, then SSDP should be used to advertise the
IPP Printer.

2
2.1

Advertisement: IPP Printer available
Notify:alive Request

An IPP Printer will send out this request when the IPP Printer becomes available on the network or prior
to its advertisement expiration (i.e. refresh cache). All SSDP requests/responses are carried in a UDP
packet. This request is sent to the SSDP multicast address and port.
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2.1.1 Template
Note: Those values in italics are variable and explained after the template
NOTIFY * HTTP/1.1
HOST: 239.255.255.250:1900
CACHE-CONTROL: max-age = mas
LOCATION: ippurl
NT: urn:pwg-org:IPP:1.1
NTS: ssdp:alive
SERVER: os / osver, IPP / 1.1, prod / prodver
USN: uuid:devuuid::urn:pwg-org:IPP:1.1
Blank line
Where
mas = time in seconds until the advertisement expires
ippurl = URL of the IPP printer using the ipp:// scheme
os = Operating system name
osver = Operating system version
prod = name of the product
prodver = version of the product
devuuid = universally unique id for the IPP Printer
Blank line = a blank line must follow the notify message (i.e. 0x0A 0x0D)
2.1.2 Request Line
Required. This line MUST be ‘Notify * HTTP/1.1’.
2.1.3 HOST
Required. Must use the Internet Assigned Numbers Authority (IANA) assigned relative address used
with the scoped multicast channel [6] and the IANA assigned port for SSDP [7].
This header MUST be ‘HOST: 239.255.255.250:1900’
2.1.4 CACHE_CONTROL
Required. The ‘max-age’ is the number of seconds until the IPP Printer advertisement expires. The
value for ‘max-age’ is implementation specific. The IPP Printer should re-advertise itself before its
current advertisement times out.
This header must be ‘CACHE_CONTROL: max-age= mas’where mas is an implementation or sitespecific value.
2.1.5 LOCATION
Required. The location identifies the IPP Printer. This URL is where an IPP Client would direct its IPP
Requests. Note that the URL is specified using the ipp:// scheme. This scheme is mapped to http://
scheme with an explicit port of 631 [1]. IPP requests will be sent to the IPP Printer in an HTTP ‘POST’
sent to this IANA assigned port.
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Since SSDP is intended for the discovery of HTTP based services the IPP Printer implementation should
be prepared to handle an HTTP ‘GET’operation on the IPP URL. It is recommended that the ‘GET’
request be redirected to the embedded web server if possible.
This header must be ‘LOCATION: ippurl’where ippurl is the URI of the printer using the ipp://
scheme.

2.1.6 NT
Required. The Notification Type (NT) identifies the advertiser as an IPP v1.1 Printer.
This header MUST be ‘NT: urn:pwg-org:IPP:1.1’.
2.1.7 NTS
Required. The Notification Sub-Type (NTS) identifies this Notify is announcing the availability of the
target.
This header MUST be ‘NTS: ssdp:alive’.
2.1.8 SERVER
Recommended. The Server header is required in UPnP. This header contains a concatenation of the
OS, OS version, IPP, IPP version, product and product version.
This header SHOULD be present and SHOULD be of the form ‘SERVER: os / osver, IPP / 1.1, prod /
prodver’. The values for os and osver are the name and version of the operating system on the printer.
The values for prod and prodver are the name and version of the printer.
2.1.9 USN
Required. The Unique Service Name (USN) identifies the IPP Printer.
This header MUST be ‘USN: uuid:devuuid::urn:pwg-org:IPP:1.1’where devuuid is a globally
unique identifier for the IPP Printer.
2.2

Notify Response

No response is required for a Notify request.

3
3.1

Advertisement: IPP Printer unavailable
Notify:byebye Request

An IPP Printer will send out this request when the IPP Printer is about to become unavailable on the
network. All SSDP requests/responses are carried in a UDP packet. This request is sent to the SSDP
multicast address and port.
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3.1.1 Template
Note: Those values in italics are variable and explained after the template
NOTIFY * HTTP/1.1
HOST: 239.255.255.250:1900
NT: urn:pwg-org:IPP:1.1
NTS: ssdp:byebye
USN: uuid:devuuid::urn:pwg-org:IPP:1.1
Blank line
Where
devuuid = universally unique id for the IPP Printer
Blank line = a blank line must follow the notify message (i.e. 0x0A 0x0D)
3.1.2 Request Line
Required. This line MUST be ‘Notify * HTTP/1.1’.
3.1.3 HOST
Required. Must use the Internet Assigned Numbers Authority (IANA) assigned relative address used
with the scoped multicast channel [6] and the IANA assigned port for SSDP [7].
This header MUST be ‘HOST: 239.255.255.250:1900’
3.1.4 NT
Required. The Notification Type (NT) identifies the advertiser as an IPP v1.1 Printer.
This header MUST be ‘NT: urn:pwg-org:IPP:1.1’.
3.1.5 NTS
Required. The Notification Sub-Type (NTS) identifies this Notify is announcing the associated target is
no longer available.
This header MUST be ‘NTS: ssdp:byebye’.
3.1.6 USN
Required. The Unique Service Name (USN) identifies the IPP Printer.
This header MUST be ‘USN: uuid:devuuid::urn:pwg-org:IPP:1.1’where devuuid is a globally
unique identifier for the IPP Printer.
3.2

Notify Response

None
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Search: IPP Printer

A Client will send out this request to locate an IPP Printer. All SSDP requests/responses are carried in a
UDP packet. This request is sent to the SSDP multicast address and port.

4.1

M-SEARCH Request

4.1.1 Template
Note: Those values in italics are variable and explained after the template
M_SEARCH * HTTP/1.1
HOST: 239.255.255.250:1900
MAN: “ssdp:discover”
MX: mxs
ST: target
Blank line
Where
mxs = number of seconds to delay response
target = all, anyIPP, specificIPP
all = ssdp:all
anyIPP = urn:pwg-org:IPP:1.1
specificIPP = uuid:devuuid::urn:pwg-org:IPP:1.1
devuuid = universally unique id for the IPP Printer
Blank line = a blank line must follow the notify message (i.e. 0x0A 0x0D)
4.1.2 Request Line
Required. This line MUST be “M_SEARCH * HTTP/1.1”.
4.1.3 HOST
Required. Must use the Internet Assigned Numbers Authority (IANA) assigned relative address used
with the scoped multicast channel [6] and the IANA assigned port for SSDP [7].
This header MUST be ‘HOST: 239.255.255.250:1900’
4.1.4 MAN
Required. The MAN header identifies this ‘M-SEARCH’as a discovery request.
This header MUST be ‘MAN: “ssdp:discover”’. Note that the value for the MAN header includes the
double quotes (“).
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4.1.5 MX
Required. When sending a response the IPP Printer should choose an arbitrary delay before sending its
response. The Maximum Wait (MX) specifies the maximum amount of time in seconds that the target
can delay its response.
This header MUST be ‘MX: mxs” where mxs is a implementation specific value.
4.1.6 ST
Required. The Search Target (ST) identifies the group or of a targets, or individual printer, that
should respond to the search. IPP Printers should respond to request for all SSDP
objects, all IPP Printers and for itself.
To search for all SSDP objects, the header MUST be ‘ST: ssdp:all’
To search for all IPP Printers, the header MUST be ‘ST: urn:pwg-org:IPP:1.1’
To search for a specific IPP Printer, the header MUST be ‘ST: uuid:devuuid::urn:pwg-org:IPP:1.1’
where devuuid is a globally unique identifier for the IPP Printer.
4.2

Notify Response

An IPP Printer will return this response to the client. All SSDP requests/responses are carried in a UDP
packet. This response is sent to the unicast address and port of the client.
4.2.1 Template
Note: Those values in italics are variable and explained after the template
HTTP/1.1 200 OK
CACHE-CONTROL: max-age = mas
DATE: date
EXT:
LOCATION: ippurl
SERVER: os / osver, IPP / 1.1, prod / prodver
ST: target
USN: uuid:devuuid::urn:pwg-org:IPP:1.1
Blank line
Where
mas = time in seconds until the advertisement expires
date = current date
ippurl = URL of the IPP printer using the ipp:// scheme
os = Operating system name
osver = Operating system version
prod = name of the product
prodver = version of the product
target = from the request i.e. all, anyIPP, specificIPP
all = ssdp:all
anyIPP = urn:pwg-org:IPP:1.1
Copyright (C) 2001, IEEE Industry Standards and Technology Organization. All rights reserved
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specificIPP = uuid:devuuid::urn:pwg-org:IPP:1.1
devuuid = universally unique id for the IPP Printer
Blank line = a blank line must follow the notify message (i.e. 0x0A 0x0D)
4.2.2 Response Line
Required. This line MUST be “HTTP/1.1 200 OK”.
4.2.3 CACHE_CONTROL
Required. The ‘max-age’ is the number of seconds until the IPP Printer advertisement expires. The
value for ‘max-age’ is implementation specific. The IPP Printer should re-advertise itself before its
current advertisement times out.
This header must be ‘CACHE_CONTROL: max-age= mas’where mas is an implementation or sitespecific value.
4.2.4 DATE
Required. The DATE header identifies date the response was generated. The format is 1*2DIGIT
month 2*4DIGIT (e.g. 31 January 1964). [8].
This header MUST be ‘DATE: date’. Where date is formatted as indicated above.
4.2.5 EXT
Required. The EXT header indicates the ‘MAN’header was understood.
This header MUST be ‘EXT:’. Note that the value MUST be empty.
4.2.6 LOCATION
Required. The location identifies the IPP Printer. This URL is where an IPP Client would direct its IPP
Requests. Note that the URL is specified using the ipp:// scheme. (See also section 2.1.5)
This header must be ‘LOCATION: ippurl’where ippurl is the URI of the printer using the ipp://
scheme.
4.2.7 SERVER
Recommended. The Server header is required in UPnP. This header contains a concatenation of the
OS, OS version, IPP, IPP version, product and product version.
This header SHOULD be present and SHOULD be of the form ‘SERVER: os / osver, IPP / 1.1, prod /
prodver’. The values for os and osver are the name and version of the operating system on the printer.
The values for prod and prodver are the name and version of the printer.
4.2.8 ST
Required. The Search Target (ST) identifies the group or of a targets, or individual printer, from the
associated request.
The header MUST be copied from the request’s ST header. (See section 4.1.6)
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4.2.9 USN
Required. The Unique Service Name (USN) identifies the IPP Printer.
This header MUST be ‘USN: uuid:devuuid::urn:pwg-org:IPP:1.1’where devuuid is a globally
unique identifier for the IPP Printer.

5

Conformance Requirements

Advertisement of IPP Printers via SSDP is optional. Any IPP Printer that does advertise using SSDP
must respond to queries for all SSDP objects, all IPP Printers as well as request for itself.

6

IANA Considerations

None

7

Internationalization Considerations

None.

8

Security Considerations

TBD
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12 Appendix A: Summary of other IPP documents
The full set of IPP documents includes:
Design Goals for an Internet Printing Protocol (RFC2567)
Rationale for the Structure and Model and Protocol for the Internet Printing Protocol (RFC2568)
Internet Printing Protocol/1.1: Model and Semantics (RFC2911)
Internet Printing Protocol/1.1: Encoding and Transport (RFC2910)
Internet Printing Protocol/1.1: Implementer’s Guide (IPP-IIG)
Mapping between LPD and IPP Protocols (RFC2569)
The “Design Goals for an Internet Printing Protocol” document takes a broad look at distributed printing
functionality, and it enumerates real-life scenarios that help to clarify the features that need to be
included in a printing protocol for the Internet. It identifies requirements for three types of users: end
users, operators, and administrators. It calls out a subset of end user requirements that are satisfied in
IPP/1.0. A few OPTIONAL operator operations have been added to IPP/1.1.
The “Rationale for the Structure and Model and Protocol for the Internet Printing Protocol” document
describes IPP from a high level view, defines a roadmap for the various documents that form the suite of
IPP specification documents, and gives background and rationale for the IETF working group’s major
decisions.
The “Internet Printing Protocol/1.1: Encoding and Transport” document is a formal mapping of the
abstract operations and attributes defined in the model document onto HTTP/1.1 (RFC2616). It defines
the encoding rules for a new Internet MIME media type called “application/ipp”. This document also
defines the rules for transporting over HTTP a message body whose Content-Type is “application/ipp”.
This document defines a new scheme named ‘ipp’for identifying IPP printers and jobs.
The “Internet Printing Protocol/1.1: Implementer’s Guide” document gives insight and advice to
implementers of IPP clients and IPP objects. It is intended to help them understand IPP/1.1 and some of
the considerations that may assist them in the design of their client and/or IPP object implementations.
For example, a typical order of processing requests is given, including error checking. Motivation for
some of the specification decisions is also included.
The “Mapping between LPD and IPP Protocols” document gives some advice to implementers of
gateways between IPP and LPD (Line Printer Daemon) implementations.

13 Appendix B: Description of the IEEE Industry Standards and Technology
(ISTO)
The IEEE-ISTO is a not-for-profit corporation offering industry groups an innovative and flexible
operational forum and support services. The IEEE-ISTO provides a forum not only to develop
standards, but also to facilitate activities that support the implementation and acceptance of standards in
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the marketplace. The organization is affiliated with the IEEE (http://www.ieee.org/) and the IEEE
Standards Association (http://standards.ieee.org/).
For additional information regarding the IEEE-ISTO and its industry programs visit:
http://www.ieee-isto.org.

14 Appendix C: Description of the IEEE-ISTO PWG
The Printer Working Group (or PWG) is a Program of the IEEE Industry Standards and Technology
Organization (ISTO) with member organizations including printer manufacturers, print server
developers, operating system providers, network operating systems providers, network connectivity
vendors, and print management application developers. The group is chartered to make printers and the
applications and operating systems supporting them work together better. All references to the PWG in
this document implicitly mean “The Printer Working Group, a Program of the IEEE ISTO.” In order to
meet this objective, the PWG will document the results of their work as open standards that define print
related protocols, interfaces, procedures and conventions. Printer manufacturers and vendors of printer
related software would benefit from the interoperability provided by voluntary conformance to these
standards.
In general, a PWG standard is a specification that is stable, well understood, and is technically
competent, has multiple, independent and interoperable implementations with substantial operational
experience, and enjoys significant public support.
For additional information regarding the Printer Working Group visit:
http://www.pwg.org
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